Ambarai Parameshwari

A Drone (Whole Chant)

Am-ba Par-a-mesh-wa-ri A-ki-lan-desh-wa-ri

Adi Parashakti Palayamaam

Shri Buvaneshwari Raja Maheshwari

A-nan-da Rupini Palayamaam

Ma Ma Ma

End Here

Ma Ma Ma Ma

Amba, the highest Goddess, the Goddess of the universe, the primal energy of creation, take care of me. Goddess of the Universe, Queen of the Universe, whose form is bliss, take care of me.

Each repeat normally done twice. As an alternative, 9/10 & 11/12 can be each called once then each called once a second time. The same pattern can be used for 1/2 & 3/4 and then for 5/6 & 7/8.